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Go to the head of the class: 
How training solution providers are using new 
technologies to create a competitive advantage

Businesses are turning to training solution providers and RTOs to design and implement 

skills development programs that help fill critical skills gaps by upskilling and cross-skilling 

existing staff. This creates a huge opportunity for training companies – if they can deliver 

competency-based training offerings that meet expectations quickly.

Modern learning platforms like CYPHER Learning and its AI-powered CYPHER Copilot tool are designed to empower 

training providers to deliver effective competency-based programs with speed and ease, while building their 

reputation – and their business – as a true training innovator. See for yourself – contact us for a demo of CYPHER Copilot. 

To learn more about CYPHER Learning and our modern learning platform, visit us at www.cypherlearning.com. 

What can trainers do with a modern learning platform?

Personalize training to the individual learner, but at scale. Trainers need a way to factor individuality 

into their programs – they need to build the right content and then tailor delivery to how, when and 

where individuals want to receive it. 

Deliver fun, engaging courses that ensure comprehension and mastery. Training providers can put 

their creativity to work via a modern learning platform with capabilities and innovations like AI, social 

learning, virtual reality, and more. 

Provide mentoring capabilities and community engagement. Most learners perform best with the 

help and guidance of experts and peers. The CYPHER platform lets trainers generate detailed Q&As, 

quizzes and timed assessments to monitor progress.

Simplify administration and communication with automation.  Modern learning platforms like 

CYPHER automate and personalize client and learner interactions, so trainers can focus their time and 

attention on creating the best content for their clients.  

Gain complete visibility across clients, courses and learners with a click. Robust, customizable 

reporting is a must for giving trainers a real-time, on-demand view into course completion and 

performance at the learner, organization and content levels. 

https://www.cypherlearning.com/cypher-copilot
https://www.cypherlearning.com/cypher-copilot

